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Figure 1. Typical pellet placements.
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ABSTRACT
Sagittal-plane positions of small markers attached in the midline at
the vermillion border of both lips were measured at moments when
the inter-marker distance was shortest during each of 21 American
English consonants, produced by  52 speakers.  Direct measures of
marker positions,  and derived estimates of midline lip protrusion
and separation, were averaged across speakers to form a descriptive
catalogue of consonant-related lip actions from these simple, two-
dimensional data.  In general, distributions of averaged lip-marker
positions revealed expected sound clusters, in the form of natural
phonetic classes, and a strong linear relation between lip separation
and protrusion.  A main benefit of our analysis is a richly developed
functional context within which we can better understand certain
kinematic mechanisms underlying lip postures for consonants.

1. INTRODUCTION
The lips bend and shift in speech like petals of a rose in a slow
witching wind.  Their motions and changing shape are the most
obvious signs that a speaker is talking, and offer important clues
about what is being said [12].  It is easy to understand why image-
based speech-synthesis schemes emphasize lip motion as a key
component of their output [2].   It is equally easy to understand why
lip motions are a central concern for automatic recognition systems
that incorporate facial images as one of their input channels [10].

Producers, listeners, and viewers of speech know that lip
motions are distinctive for rounded vowels, and for labial and
labiodental consonants.  For that reason alone, most analyses of
natural lip motions [4, 6, 7] have focused on these sound types.
Relatively little is known about lip postures or motions for non-
labial sounds, though this fact is no real surprise.  It seems only
natural to ignore lip motions associated with sounds not designated
labial, and to assume that lip configurations associated with non-
labials are neither significant nor systematic.

The lips are accessible and easy to observe, and there are many
ways to monitor their motions during speech, including still
photographs [6], video [8], high-speed cinematography [4], and
fleshpoint-tracking methods in two or three dimensions [8, 9].   The
two-dimensional fleshpoint tracking method is especially familiar,
given large volumes of open-access x-ray microbeam data [13], and
the growing availability of electromagnetic-articulometric
instrumentation.  In data of this type, sagittal-plane locations of
markers attached to the upper lip (UL) and lower lip (LL) are
typically represented in  a Cartesian coordinate system fixed to the
speaker’s head. Lip positions (and markers attached to them) are
bounded behind by the teeth, and above (for LL) and below (for
UL) by the surface of the opposing lip. But, neither lip position is
bounded in front, LL positions are unbounded below; and UL
positions are  unbounded above.  The absence of certain boundaries
in the typical representational scheme can hinder our understanding

of lip-marker motions during some sounds.  Within or across
speakers, for example, a UL marker placed in the midline, at the
vermillion border, may be at (xs, ys) some time during /s/, and at
some different position (x

m
, y

m
), lower and more forward, some time

during /m/.  Understanding whether such a difference is large or
small, expected or unexpected, significant or insignificant, can be
surprisingly difficult without some frame of reference that either
bounds the data on all sides, or provides sufficient distributional
information about lip-marker positions for many different speech
sounds.   The main goal of our work was to develop a functional
context for understanding lip-marker positions during labial and
non-labial consonants. This context takes the form of a descriptive
catalogue of sagittal-plane positions of midline UL and LL markers
associated with a large set of consonants produced by a large
sample of speakers. 

2. METHODS
Data for our analysis were drawn from the publicly available X-ray
Microbeam Speech Production Database [13], a collection of
synchronous acoustic and fleshpoint-kinematic speech data
recorded from a group of more than 50 normal American English
speakers.   Kinematic signal streams in the database represent
speech-related motions of small markers (gold pellets, 2.5 to 3.0
mm in diameter: see Figure 1) glued along the midline length of the
tongue (at T1-T4), at the incisors and one molar tooth of the
mandible (MI and MM, respectively), and in the midline at the
vermillion border of each lip (UL and LL). 
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Figure 2. UL coordinate ranges, by speaker

Pellet motions were originally tracked by the University of
Wisconsin X-ray microbeam system at rates ranging between 40-
160 samples/second, and their positions were expressed relative to
cranial axes defined by each speaker’s maxillary occlusal plane
(MaxOP) and central maxillary incisors (CMI).  Pellets’ x and y-
coordinate histories were then  interpolated using smoothing splines
(with an upper limit on the pass-band of about 10 Hz), and
resampled at common times, at a uniform rate of about 145
samples/second.  The sound pressure wave was recorded digitally,
sampled 21,739 times per second following an anti-aliasing low-
pass filter (-3 dB at 7.5 kHz).  Additional details about sampling and
processing conventions applied to the kinematic and acoustic signal
streams are described in a database handbook.

Single examples of each of 21 consonants produced by each of
52 phonetically naive speakers (31 females, 21 males; median age
of 20.9 years) were nominally included in our analysis.  The 21
consonant exemplars recorded from each speaker were  contained
in a single database record (tp016), embedded in isolated citation
V1CV2 disyllables cued by prompts written in conventional
orthography in a style to suggest their intended pronunciation (e.g.,
"uhfA uhkA uhrA...").  Speakers were instructed to produce an
unstressed mid-central /F/ for V1, and a stressed low back unrounded
/</ for V2, though not all were equally successful in their
manipulations of vowel quality and/or stress.   Speakers were also
instructed to separate adjacent disyllables in the record by a brief
silent interval of about 300-500 ms.  The medial consonant in each
disyllable was one from the set of English consonants /f k m m � t v
z h � w b j l w g n p d � s/.  The order of consonants in disyllables
was the same for all speakers.

A consonant interval in each VCV token was located by
identifying rapid changes in overall amplitude of the sound pressure
wave, and associated changes in the frequency spectrum caused by
formation and release of any relevant vocal tract constriction.  A
moment tmin was located during each consonant interval when the
mid-sagittal distance D between UL and LL pellets was shortest.
The minimum-distance moment tmin is a convenient landmark event
in the sense that its identification does not require any exacting
determination of consonantal beginnings or ends. All direct
measures of lip pellet positions, and derived estimates of midline lip
protrusion and separation reported below, correspond to UL and LL
pellet positions at the tmin time slice, only.  For technical reasons
related to pellet mis-tracking, measurements of lip pellet positions
were not available for all 21 consonants for all speakers.
Measurements were missing for a total of 35 consonants, distributed
across 19 speakers, though no speaker contributed more than four
missing measures. Sounds with missing data, and the number of
examples missing from the full nominal corpus of 1092 consonants,
were /�(3) t(1) z(1) h(1) �(2) w(2) l(3) g(1) p(3) d(2) �(6) s(10)/.

For dialect purposes, 28 of the 52 speakers could be considered
residents of Wisconsin.  Fifteen additional speakers were distributed
across neighboring Upper Midwest states of Minnesota, Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio.  The remaining nine speakers
were distributed widely across the US. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Consonant-related UL and LL pellet positions
Regions occupied by UL and LL pellet positions across speakers’
consonant samples were never very large. The scatterplot in Figure

2 shows UL coordinate ranges for all 52 talkers.  Males and
females are indicated by filled and unfilled circles, respectively,
and identifying numbers for each speaker are also shown.  These
data provide an important sense of scale for typical UL
movements during speech.  Average ranges for consonant-related
UL pellet positions, computed across talkers, were only 3.0 and 5.7
mm in the x and y directions of the representational space (parallel
and normal to MaxOP, respectively).  Corresponding average
ranges for LL pellet positions were 6.4 and 13.3 mm.

Across talkers, there were no gender effects on coordinate

ranges.  Moreover, there was no relationship between the range of
consonant positions for one pellet, in one dimension (e.g., ULx),
and the range of consonant positions for the same pellet in the
other dimension (e.g., ULy), or for the other pellet in either
dimension (e.g., LLx or LLy).

Scatterplots in Figures 3 and 4 display cross-speaker averages
of UL and LL pellet positions, respectively, by consonant,
generated from mean-corrected data from each speaker. These
displays emphasize systematic effects of consonants on UL and LL
positions shared among 52 speakers.  Vectors of consonant-related
x and y coordinates for UL and LL pellets belonging to each
speaker were mean-corrected by subtracting the vector mean from
each element in its corresponding vector.  Mean correction has the
effect of removing "anatomical offsets" in speakers’ data due to
differences in lip size.  Cross-speaker standard distances [3]
associated with (relative) UL locations plotted in Figure 3
averaged about 1 mm, across consonants, and ranged from a low
of 0.64 mm for /k d/ to a high of 1.71 mm for /w/.  Standard
distances associated with LL locations plotted in Figure 4 averaged
about 2 mm, across consonants, and ranged from a low of 1.5 mm
for /d/ to a high of 3.67 mm for /h/. The origin in each figure
indicates  average coordinates computed across raw data from all
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Figure 3.  Average mean-corrected UL positions, by consonant. 
Text symbols {r sh zh ch dz} are used to represent /m w � � �/.

Figure 4.  Average mean-corrected LL positions, by consonant.  

speakers and all consonants.  For reference, cross-speaker
distribution ellipses are drawn about average mean-corrected UL
positions for /m t/ (Figure 3), and LL positions for /m g/ (Figure 4).
Axes for  these ellipses, each one standard-deviation in length, are
oriented along the principal components of speaker distributions of
UL and LL positions for these sounds.

The distribution of average UL positions (Figure 3) clearly
reflects the small size and rectangular shape of the typical UL- pellet
consonant region, roughly half as wide (horizontally, parallel to
MaxOP) as tall (vertically, normal to MaxOP).  The distribution
also reflects the fact that UL positions tended to cluster according
to natural phonetic classes. Relevant generalizations include: (a) the
expected result that UL positions were reliably lowest for the
"classical" labial set /m b p w/; and, (b) the strong trend for UL
positions to be highest for /w � � �/, and as far forward for these
palatal consonants as for the more conventional labial group
(including /m/).  Close inspection of small differences in UL
positions across the diverse sound set /f v s z d t n k g h j l/ also
seems to show groupings of the alveolar stops and fricatives, velars,
and the labiodental fricatives.  The highly systematic forward
positioning of UL for the palatal fricatives and affricates is
consistent with the idea that lip protrusion may be used to shift the
distribution of energy in their sound spectra toward lower
frequencies [11], though it is important to note from both Figures 3
and 4 the very small magnitudes of protrusion associated with these
sounds.  The fact that UL position was typically most forward but
not lowest for /w/, and the parallel fact that UL was typically
forward but also typically highest for the palatal fricatives and
affricates, are consistent with our earlier conclusion [14] that
constriction and protrusion maneuvers executed by the upper lip are

probably independent gestures.
The distribution of average LL positions (Figure 4) also

shows phonetically natural consonant groupings, comparable to but
not entirely the same as those in the UL position distribution.  As
expected, LL positions were reliably highest and most forward for
the labial stops /m b p/, and equally high but clearly more rearward
(i.e., retruded) for /f  v/.  LL positions were also modestly forward
for /w � � �/.  Two surprising results from the distribution shown
in Figure 4 were the relatively high and forward LL position for
the palatal approximant /m/, and the relatively unremarkable LL

position for the labial approximant /w/.
The least-squares regression line included in Figure 4

illustrates the strong positive relationship between average x and
y-coordinates for LL, computed across the 12- consonant set /k m
t z h j l w g n d s/.  The same relationship seems to hold for LL
positions across all consonants excluding /f v/, though the sound
set /m b p � � w �/ was excluded from the simple linear estimate
shown in the figure.  Modest evidence from this study and previous
work [14] indicates that these latter sounds may involve some
slight, additional LL protrusion that is independent of elevation.
Correlations between LLx and LLy, computed across all available
consonants except /f v/, for each speaker, were significantly
positive (p < .01) for 44/52 speakers.  Across speakers, median
values for the (LLx, LLy) regression-line slope, and correlation
coefficient, (for regression computations across the 19-consonant
set excluding only /f v/), were 1.51 and 0.84, respectively.
Comparable values for the regression-line slope and correlation
coefficient, computed across coordinates for the same sound set
plotted in Figure 4, were 1.86 and 0.92, respectively.
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3.2. Consonant-related lip separation and protrusion
From an acoustical point of view, it is probably more reasonable to
assume that the lips work together during speech, as a vocal-tract
constrictor, than as independent UL and LL bodies.  UL and LL
pellet actions can be "coupled" to form a single "articulator" capable
of (sagittal-plane) constriction and protrusion, following the simple
scheme  illustrated in the lower right inset of Figure 1.  The straight-
line distance between pellets, minus some measure k of the lips’
combined thickness (i.e., in our work, the average distance between
lip pellets at the initial closure moment for /m b p/) can be
interpreted as an estimate of midline separation (i.e., degree of
constriction) between the lip surfaces.  The length of a line segment
tangent to the lower-most edges of the maxillary incisors, and
perpendicular to the line connecting UL and LL positions, can then
be interpreted as an estimate of lip protrusion.  The surface
separation estimates cannot be taken literally since their  calculation
depends upon the assumption that the lips’ shapes do not change in
speech. We know this assumption to be false.  During /m b p/, for
example, the lips compress, and that fact accounts for their
"negative" lip separation calculated from pellet positions at tmin.
Nevertheless, separation estimates in Figure 5 seem to be reliable in
at least relative terms [14].

The scatterplot in Figure 5 displays cross-speaker averages of
lip separation (along the abscissa) and protrusion (along the
ordinate), by consonant.  Separation and protrusion estimates were
scaled by speaker, before averaging, following normalizing
procedures described elsewhere [5]. These data emphasize
systematic effects of consonants on separation and protrusion shared
among the 52 speakers.  Perhaps the most surprising result from this
figure relates to the relatively extreme lip constriction for /m/ (i.e.,
greater than for /w/, and exceeded only by the expected "negative"
constrictions for /f v m b p/). Cross-speaker standard distances
associated with data points in Figure 5 averaged about 2.4 mm, and
ranged from a low of 1.76 mm for /m/ to a high of 4.17 mm for /h/.
 For reference, cross-speaker distribution ellipses are drawn about
average (separation, protrusion) coordinates for /b f m w w h/.  Axes
for these ellipses, one standard-deviation in length, were oriented
along  principal components of speaker distributions for these
sounds.

The least-squares regression line included in Figure 5
emphasizes the strong negative relationship between estimated
separation and protrusion measures.  The slope and intercept for this
regression line were computed across only the 11consonants /k m t
z h j l g n d s/, though the relationship clearly seems to hold for all

consonants except /f v/. There are related facts to suggest that those
two sounds, and /m b p w � � w �/, are "off the line" for good
reason.  For example, protrusion for /m b p/ at tmin is more than we
would predict from separation alone due to compression and
deformation of the lips’ shape [14].  Average UL and LL positions
plotted for /w � � w �/ in Figures 3 and 4 suggest some
independent protrusion gesture during these sounds.

Not all speakers demonstrated the negative correlation
between lip separation and protrusion apparent in the speaker-
average shown in Figure 5, though a majority did.  This correlation
seems to represent mainly a "geometrical effect" of the typical
motion path of the LL pellet.  For the average speaker, the lower
lip moved along a  path, inclined roughly 65 degrees relative to the
occlusal plane.  When we model lip constriction maneuvers merely
by holding the UL pellet stationary, and then moving the LL pellet
along its typical path, we obtain a  relationship between separation
and protrusion very much like that illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5.  Average normalized lip separation and protrusion at
tmin, estimated from midline UL and LL marker positions.
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